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AHCI AT THE China Watch & Clock Fair 2017 
 

„At the AHCI you can touch the watchmaker who makes your watch.“ – Svend Andersen 

This year AHCI (Académie Horlogère des Créateurs Indépendants) will exhibit for the 
second time at the annual China Watch & Clock Fair, which takes place from 22nd to 
25th, June, 2017 in Shenzhen. 
  
This exhibition of Watches and Jewelry is the largest of its kind in China and the third 
largest after Baselworld and the Hong Kong . 
  
ACHI members, Hajime Asaoka, Vincent Calabrese, Konstantin Chaykin, Aniceto 
Jiménez Pita and AHCI candidates, David Candaux, Alessandro Rigotto, Yong-Hua Lin, 
Guo Michael Ming and Zehua Tan will take part in this exhibition. 
  
Why is it worth visiting the AHCI booth at China Watch & Clock Fair? 
  
1. What you will see is true high end watchmaking art. Watchmakers from the AHCI do 
not work on ready-made templates, do not follow trends. They create something that is 
a few steps ahead of fashion, even if the idea is taken from a deep past. 
2. You will be able to see the sensational novelties of 2017 from the masters -
  Handmade Chronograph from Hajime Asaoka, the Joker watch from Konstantin 
Chaykin, Kronos from Vincent Calabrese, new Carousel by Pita Barcelona, Le Solliat 
from David Candaux, Meccaniche orologi Milano from Alessandro Rigotto, Vinyl record 
concept watch from Lin Yong-Hua, tourbillon pocket watch from Guo Ming and Tan 
Zehua with is eighty day power reserve. 
3. You will be able to speak, not with the managers of watch companies, but with real 
watchmakers who know how not only how to assemble and disassemble the 
mechanism, but to know how to create every little detail. To be able to meet such 
people in the 21 century is a rare opportunity. 
  
  
We are waiting for you at the Shenzhen CEC Hall 1/9 - AHCI booth 
  
For more information please visit our webpage: www.ahci.ch 
 
To download our media kit: www.media.ahci.ch 
 
Or contact: committee@ahci.ch 
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